
We Are Definitely Supposed to Use Our Imagination
How easy it is for the religious spirit to ‘kill’ what the Spirit is doing. And, the most remarkable thing is
that it feels so right to the religious person. I had two experiences of this many years ago which stick with
me and for which I would have liked never to have happened.

In the 1980s we ran a house church in our home in country NSW. We’d just come out of the Pentecostal
system because we could see that the house church movement was preparation for the future elimination
of the established church system. We were moving on spiritually, with worship followed by a period of
waiting  on the  Lord  to  give  someone a  prophetic  message  for  the  group,  just  like  we were  taught.
However,  what  happened  was  that  we  would  come  into  the  presence  of  the  Lord  as  we  waited  –
something we had never experienced before. It was a tangible experience, with a sense of peace and
tranquillity.  This  was  totally  different  from  our  previous  experiences  of  “waiting”  which  was
‘mechanically’ waiting for the Spirit to give someone a message. Religion shut this experience down in
our group when one person said that it was just like Transcendental Meditation, an occult practice. We
immediately stopped because of our naivety that this was the direction the King was taking his people.
We didn’t know that. We were in a season of being scared of the devil and anything to do with him was to
be avoided at all costs. 

BIG MISTAKE.

These days, coming into the presence of the Lord during worship is normal. But, we missed it at that time
when he was introducing it as something new to his people, all because of a religious attitude.

The second incident happened in this 1980s group when the same person disagreed with what we were
doing. This time she used the Bible. I can’t remember exactly what we were doing but it was something
involving our imaginations. We instantly ceased using our imaginations when the person disagreed with
us and quoted, “every  imagination of the thoughts of his heart was only evil continually”1. We thought
that our imagination was evil because it was part of the natural man and not the spirit.

BIG MISTAKE.

Around 20 years went past before I was able to use my imagination for anything other than my natural
life. The renewed spiritual use of my imagination came after a prophetic word was given by someone we
knew who had a vision of a person standing under a waterfall. They were told in the spirit that the water
represented the love of God that we should be allowing it to wash over us, so we could really experience
it. At that time I had recently been undergoing Father Heart teaching2 from  Jack Frost3 which liberated
me from my religious slavery to God and released me into sonship and the loving care of my perfect
Father. I wanted to tangibly experience Father’s love just like Jack Frost had been doing every morning,
so I started to focus on the waterfall of love. I imagined myself being drenched with Father’s love and it
wasn’t long before I began to experience it, tangibly with my senses.

That experimentation led me into a spiritual experience because I used my imagination to over-ride my
natural mind and free me to receive spiritually what I otherwise couldn’t. Religion had locked me out of
experiencing Father’s love,  but today I  experience it  any time I  want  to.  I  can go into his  presence
instantly, since I’ve practised it, all because I used my imagination and focussed on something spiritual.

Since then I’ve used my imagination to over-ride my mind so I can now drink of the Living Water 4 and
feast  on  the  Living  Bread5.  These  are  spiritual  realities  that  religion  had  shut  me  out  of.  They  are
Kingdom realities that sons are supposed to experience as a normal part of their relationship with the
King. How else are we to live the spiritual life of the King who lives in us?

What our imagination does, when we use it in conjunction with Holy Spirit, is cancel the natural
mind and the natural sight to enable our spirit and our spiritual eyes. This is essential because we’ve

1 – Genesis 6:5; 8:21 (Jeremiah 3:17; 7:24; 11:8; 18:12)
2 – Jack Frost “Experiencing the Father's Embrace” Session 1 Part 1    www.youtube.com/watch?v=qFByVMXxWMg 
3 – www.shilohplace.org 
4 – John 4:10
5 – John 6:51 
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been focussing so long on the natural world since the time we were born, we’ve lost the ability we had to
see with our spirit. This was a skill we had while inside our mother, before we came into the realm of
natural stimulus.

In this new era of the Kingdom, many of us are experiencing the spiritual value of using our imagination.
People we are connected with, and others around the world, report that they have used their imagination
to circumvent the natural so they could learn to access the courts of Heaven and visit Heaven. There’s
plenty of supporting documentation on the Internet, so you don’t have to believe what we’ve experienced.

Of course, the biggest fear is that your imagination will lead you into ‘the dark side’. However, if you are
spiritually reborn, you are a new species who is capable and authorized to be in control of their whole
being.  Knowing  your  sonship  and  being  in  an  intimate  relationship  with  the  Trinity  will  keep  you
discerning whatever you do because you check everything with your spirit. The Apostle Peter needed
faith to walk on water because he knew from natural experience that people can’t do it. The supernatural
is unlike the natural and over-rides the natural because it isn’t subject to natural laws.

We’re definitely supposed to use our imagination in righteous ways, but never for evil or selfish reasons.
Use your imagination righteously just like you do your body, mind and speech. It’s not unrighteous.

Mike Parsons6, Ian Clayton7, Justin Abraham8, Robert Henderson9 and Praying Medic10 (to name just a
few) have all given us training in how they used their imagination to access the realms of Heaven. Here’s
Gerald Loewen’s experience:11
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6 – Mike Parsons (2018) “My Journey Beyond Beyond: An Autobiographical Record of Deep Calling to Deep in Pursuit of Intimacy with God”
      www.amazon.com.au/My-Journey-Beyond-autobiographical-intimacy-ebook/dp/B07K1LYTTF 
7 – Ian Clayton (2014) “Realms of the Kingdom: Volume 1”
      www.amazon.com.au/Realms-Kingdom-1-Ian-Clayton-ebook/dp/B00PAYYX3G  
8 – Justin Paul Abraham (2016) “Beyond Human: Fully Identified in the New Creation”
      www.amazon.com.au/Beyond-Human-Fully-Identified-Creation-ebook/dp/B01K4R6FES 
9 – Robert Henderson (2017) “Accessing the Courts of Heaven: Positioning Yourself for Breakthrough and Answered Prayers” 
      www.amazon.com.au/Accessing-Courts-Heaven-Positioning-Breakthrough-ebook/dp/B06X3TRGP5 
10 – Praying Medic “070 Engaging God Through Our Imagination”  [FREE podcast]
      www.podbean.com/site/EpisodeDownload/PB66927FQ85DD 
11 – Gerald R. Loewen  (2018) “Burned Alive: A Revelation of Yeshua's Fiery Love for His Bride” [Page unknown. Grab taken from an Internet search] 
        www.amazon.com.au/Burned-Alive-Revelation-Yeshuas-Fiery-ebook/dp/B07GH75DK9 
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